
Series:TRIPLE-222 60W

EXCIMER UVC-222

Product Instruction



Thank you for your interest in our products.

Please see the detailed introduction of our 

products as below.

Please read and follow the installation 

introduction before you install or sell the 

products.

If you have any questions about our 

products or the installation, please do 

not hesitate to contact us. We look 

forward to having a win-win relationship 

with you. 
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SPECIFICATIONS

1.TRIPLE-222 60W
REFERENCE PICTURE

DIMENSIONAL DRAWING
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Part Ⅰ���Specifications

350x312x88mm

2.1kg

60W

FAR UVC 222nm

3000 W/μ cm²

DC24V

-10  to+50°C  °C

Mercury-Free

Dry, and Ventilation Environment

100 °

Motion Sensor and Timer Module;

4000+H

High Purity Quartz Glass

Dimensions:

Weight:

Wattage:

UV Wavelength:

Effective UV Intensity(With Filter):

Input Voltage:

Ambient Operating Temperature Range:

Safety Requirement:

Storage Environment:

Beam Angle:

Optional Function:

Expected Lifespan:

Material:



ACCESSORIES

MAIN BODY
1.Administrator Settings

STEP1:Press      to power on, 
and press      to enter the setting 
interface 

STEP2:Press     or      to change 
the languages; and press        
when it is confirmed.

NEXT

STEP3:Press       to return to setting; set the time of ‘operating’ 
and ‘stand by’ by pressing      or      and press        when it is 
confirmed.   

STEP4:Press        to return to setting; set the count of loop by 
pressing      or       ;and press         when it is confirmed.

BACK

NEXT

BACK

NEXT

STEP5:Press        to return to setting; turn on or turn off the 
sensor by pressing       or      ;and press        when it is confirmed.

BACK

NEXT

Part Ⅱ���Components Part Ⅲ��Start Up Setting

Screen

Infrared Sensor

Light Module
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Power AdapterRemote Controller



STEP6:Press        to return to setting; choose the mode of sensor
by pressing      or     ; and press        when it is confirmed.

STEP7:Press              to start the device;

BACK

NEXT

NEXT NEXT

press the button of         to check the loop count

press the button of      ,      *7times to check the time 
remaining

NEXT

★Notes:

Part Ⅲ��Start Up Setting Part Ⅳ��Precautions

2.Installation process
 
Installation Diagram

 
Installation Process

Φ6

②

①

①Open the package, check the 

accessories . Hold the install fixing 

bracket with one hand against the 

mounting plane tightly, draw the 

positions of the 3 holes in the  

bracket with a pencil, then drill 

2mm holes with an electric drill.

②Put a soft rubber plug into the 

holes,Insert the screw into one of 

the holes with a screwdriver but do 

not fix the screw firmly in case some 

adjustment is needed.Screw all the 

screws firmly after double checking 

and adjusting the installation holes.

③Rotate the light in according to 

the direction

③
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Do not use this product in the following places:

①Close to a source of heat or direct sunlight.

②Place where the power supply is unstable and the 

power supply voltage changes abnormally.

③A place where there is a lot of salt, sulfur, etc in the air.

④A shaking or uneven place.

⑤Outdoor or under the eaves of high humidity, water 

vapor place.

⑥Places in direct contact with rain or wind.

⑦Where there is dust.

⑧Where corrosive gases, hydrochloric acid, gaseous sulfur 

are produced.

⑨A place where an oil mist will develop.

⑩The ambient temperature should not exceed -25℃ -40℃.

Do not look directly at the glowing part.

Warning

According to ACGIH and JIS Z8812, UV222® is recommended 

for use under22 MJ /cm  (within 8 hours within 1 day).Please ²

use this allowable setting.Please follow the instructions on 

how to use the product when selling.

Pay attention to

1.Precautions

Part Ⅳ��Precautions
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